INDUSTRY MAGAZINE OF NEWS AND VIEWS
Flexi Magazine is our new regular
publication serving CANZ members,
their clients and customers, and the
industry as a whole. With Flexi we
bring you industry news and developments, look at our key people in profiles, bring you members’ latest
achievements and keep you up to
date with conferences and meetings
of value to your organisation.

YOUNG SCIENTISTS: James Hammond (left) and
Joel Lawson have always been fascinated by the
cutting-edge, record-breaking, new-discovery
areas of science and engineering. They feel that
going into research and development work in the
aerospace industry will allow them to be part of
exciting technological breakthroughs.

Feilding composites
company project for
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Honouring our
apprentices and Timaru
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trainers.
Volvo car group makes
conventional batteries
a thing of the past.
Composites business
opportunities go sky
high.
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T

WO Auckland University students, fascinated
by the “cutting-edge, record-breaking, newdiscovery areas of science and engineering”,
have offered the RNZAF a major tool in the
maintenance of its new NH90 helicopters.
The NH90 helicopter has a largely composite structure that is susceptible to barely visible damage of
several types.
Joel Lawson and James Hammond have developed
a practical system capable of in-situ damage detection.
Digital image correlation, a full-field strain measurement technique, has been trialled for use on aircraft as

a possible non-destructive detection method.
The students' work has earned them the Composites
Association of New Zealand (CANZ) prize for the outstanding final year project in Composites for the University of Auckland Mechanical Engineering department.
Of particular interest is the novel idea of using thermal loading to induce strains.
Joel said preliminary testing was completed using
glass phenolic/Nomex honeycomb sandwich composite
samples.
“It has been found that indentation and impact damage can be detected by inducing strains via either compressive or thermal loading, and the lower limits of
detection have been explored,” he told Flexi Magazine.
“Improved results were obtained using a combination
of both loading types. A finite-element model capable of
replicating the results of these experiments has been
constructed. Following the success of this proof-ofconcept, the experimental regime shifted to carbonfibre-based composites to better reflect the materials
used in the NH90, and the methods were also applied
to defects in adhesive bond-lines,” he said.
“However, only inconclusive results were obtained

Composites pathway
to a ‘melt-down’

USA-71 . . . Its hull will be cut into four-foot sections and the
mast will be chopped into manageable pieces before it is processed. About 75 per cent of the recycled composites will come
from the hull and the remaining 25 per cent from the mast.

Industry across the spectrum is littered with examples of the
need to recycle resources when they are no longer required in the
form and for the purpose for which they were created. It started
with paper and reeds, possibly in Egyptian times. Now one of the
world’s most contemporary and technology advanced man-made
materials is facing something of a melt-down on a huge scale . . .
Boeing and Oracle Team USA are collaborating to recycle more than three tonnes of
carbon fibre of USA-71, a yacht built for the
America’s Cup campaign in 2003. The hull
and mast of the racing yacht will be processed
and repurposed, a first-of-its-kind effort for
what will likely be the largest carbon structure
ever recycled.
Boeing and Oracle Team USA, working with
research partners, will use a technique developed to recycle composite materials from
Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner, which is 50 per
cent composite by weight and 20 per cent
more fuel-efficient than similarly sized aircraft.
Composite materials allow a lighter, simpler
structure, which increases efficiency, and do
not fatigue or corrode. In yachts, composite
construction also provides the ability to develop a lighter vessel that is stronger and
stiffer at the same time.
“The introduction of composites in yacht
construction was a major step in our sport.
The materials and processes have continued
to evolve, allowing us to build the high-tech,
high-speed AC72 catamarans raced in last
year's America's Cup,” said Chris Sitzenstock,
Oracle Team USA logistics.
“Now, we have the ability to work with Boeing to take the next steps in composite recycling, and to help reduce our environmental
footprint. We will also look to recycle carbon
components remaining from the build of our
yachts,” he said.
Billy Glover, Boeing Commercial Airplanes
vice president of market strategy said Boeing

led the commercial aviation industry in increasing the use and recycling of composites
to improve aircraft fuel efficiency and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
“We are very pleased now to work with
Oracle Team USA, which transformed the
science of sailing to win the America’s Cup, to
advance sustainability and the science of
composite recycling,” he said.
Boeing and Oracle Team USA will work with
the University of Nottingham in the United
Kingdom and MIT-RCF, a South Carolina company focused on repurposing carbon fibre
components.
In 2006 Boeing began collaborating with
the University of Nottingham on carbon fibre
recycling and they continue to work on recycling processes and technology to process the
recycled fibre into new applications.
USA-71’s hull will be cut into 4-foot sections
and the mast will be chopped into manageable
pieces before it is processed. About 75 per
cent of the recycled composites will come
from the hull and the remaining 25 per cent
from the mast.
Boeing and Oracle Team USA expect to
gather data about the mechanical properties,
costs and time flows to recycle sailing-grade
composite materials in comparison to aerospace-grade and automobile-grade composites. Although the companies have not determined the post-recycling use of the yacht’s
carbon fibre, potential end uses include consumer and industrial products. 

Joel’s planning postgraduate
studies in the States
Joel Lawson is completing a conjoint degree (Bachelor of Engineering Mechanical and a Bachelor of Science - Chemistry) at Auckland University.
“These two fields overlap particularly in the area of materials, and I take
strong interest in exotic and unusual materials, which is partially what led me
into doing a research project on composites,” Joel said.
“I am also very interested in cars, planes, rockets and the whole aerospace
sector including propulsion systems and engines, and all the chemistry and
thermofluid science behind combustion etc.
“I have always been fascinated by the cutting-edge, record-breaking, newdiscovery areas of science and engineering, and I feel that going into research
and development work in the aerospace industry will expose me to the latest
technological breakthroughs.
“As such, I am planning to do my postgraduate studies in the USA and am
currently preparing for the application process.”
He said this prospect drove him to do his best undergraduate work here in
New Zealand. 

with both damage types, largely due to
the low thermal expansion coefficient
of carbon fibre and limitations in allowable temperatures. It was concluded
that thermally-loaded digital image
correlation was not suited for use with
carbon fibre, although other thermalbased methods such as thermography
have potential for in-situ use on the
NH90," he said.
The NH90 is an advanced medium
utility helicopter, capable of undertaking a wide variety of roles in New Zealand and overseas.
The RNZAF is introducing eight

NH90 helicopters to replace the Iroquois fleet. Four have been delivered,
two more arrived in July 2013, but
have yet to be formally handed over by
the manufacturer, and the final two are
expected this year.
The NH90 is a product of more than
10 years of development and testing to
meet stringent capability and low maintenance requirements.
Airframe stresses in the carbon fibre
environment present measurement
challenges and the students' work will
greatly help. 

. . . and James is keen on remotecontrolled helicopters
James Hammond has always had a personal drive to learn and discover how things
work, in both science and engineering.
A summer internship at Industrial Research Ltd (now Callaghan Innovation) gave
him experience in research and development where he explored new theories of
wave cloaking and developed its practical
use.
“This furthered my drive for not only investigating new areas of science, but also trying

to find out how to best transform the knowledge into practical and beneficial technology,” James said.
“I am about to start a motor research and
development engineering job.”
And it seems rotary wing aviation is in his
blood with his latest personal design and
build project.
“I have a recent interest in remotecontrolled helicopters, and want to start
designing and building parts of my own.” 

Global scale
acquisition

Feilding composites company Fibreglass
Developments Ltd (FDL) was recently
commissioned by Anderson Design to produce
7 - 1.8 metre diameter cricket balls for the
launch of the ICC Cricket World Cup.

Binani Industries Ltd, the
holding company of $US1.6
billion Braj Binani Group, has
announced the acquisition of
3B – The Fibreglass Company
(‘3B’), a Europe-based major in
fibreglass products and technologies.
Binani Industries Ltd is one
of India’s leading global diversified business houses, with
interests in cement, zinc, glass
fibre, composites and readymix concrete.
The Braj Binani Group has
acquired a 100 per cent equity
interest in 3B from Platinum
Equity.
Headquartered in Battice,
Belgium, 3B is Europe’s leading
manufacturer of fibreglass for
reinforcement of thermoplastics and thermoset polymer
applications, and is a preferred
supplier to global leaders in
industries including automotive
and wind energy. 

The
original
scanned
cricket ball
FDL general manager Steve Bond says
the balls are perfect copy of a brand new
(un-tampered with) ball, which was
scanned, scaled then machined in house
on a five-axis CNC by X-Form design.
“Bases measuring 2.6 sq metres were
then added to the contract at late notice,
adding extra pressure as the time frame
for delivery was reduced from a five-day
test to a 20-over match,” Steve said.
UV curing was required to meet the
deadline for the launch date of February
14.
The balls were liveried up at Anderson
Design and despatched around the country for launch date. 

New materials for ships - carbon
fibre, glass fibre
A major step forward in materials science means that it is now
technically possible to construct
ships for national and international traffic in carbon or glass
fibre, while meeting classification
societies' safety requirements.
This, together with new design approaches for
the use of aluminium in vessels, is the result of a
research project that has attracted widespread
international interest, co-ordinated by SP Technical
Research Institute of Sweden.
Over the last three years, scientists from SP and
29 companies and organisations have been involved in the Vinnova-sponsored LÄSS (Lightweight
Structures at Sea) project. The work has also
resulted in two commercial ship-building projects.
The main challenge has been to demonstrate
how ships can be built using lightweight materials
without compromising fire safety, Tommy Hertzberg, project manager and fire research scientist
with SP, said.
As far as the construction technologies and
methods are concerned, ship-builders have known
how to build ships from materials such as fibre
composites for several years, as illustrated, for
example, by Sweden's Visby-class corvette, built by
Kockums. Together, the Swedish Defence Materiel

Ship of the future — of fibreglass?

Administration (FMV), and the Swedish shipbuilding
industry are world leaders in the construction of
composite vessels. At the same time, the country
possesses a high level of material expertise, as
exemplified by DIAB (composite) and SAPA
(aluminium), in the production of specialist materials. All these groups have been working on the
LÄSS project, bringing to it a unique collection of
skills and knowledge.
There are many benefits from building in lightweight materials. Many modern ships require
ballast for stability reasons. If, however, the superstructure is constructed from lightweight materials, there is less need for ballast, i.e. dead load can
be replaced by pay load which is evidently highly
profitable. In addition, the rising price of oil, coupled with increasingly stringent environmental
requirements, means that all ways of reducing fuel
consumption are of interest.
The project has attracted widespread international interest. 

Finding space for
composites
Space and aeronautics leader
NASA is continuing to develop the
use of composites in its flight programmes with a government and
industry research partnership.
It has selected six companies
from five US states for the partnership programme which will advance
composite materials research and
certification.
The companies are the Bell Helicopter Textron Inc. of Fort Worth,
Texas; GE Aviation of Cincinnati; Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
Company of
Palmdale, California; Northrop
Grumman Aerospace Systems
of Redondo
Beach, California; Boeing Research & Technology
of St. Louis; and United Technologies Corporation and subsidiary
Pratt & Whitney of Hartford, Conneticut.
They were selected from 20
proposals submitted by teams from
industry and academia in response
to a call from the Advanced Composites Project, which is part of
NASA's Aeronautics Research
Mission Directorate's Integrated
Systems Research Programme.
The project sought proposals to
reduce the time for development,
verification and regulatory acceptance of new composite materials
and structures. 
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Honouring our apprentices
The Composites Association of
New Zealand and its industry training
provider, the NZ Marine Industry
Training Organisation, take very seriously the need to properly prepare
young people for our workforce.
Team leader ITO Operations Colin
Sandford says the composites engineering sector has a huge need for a
steady intake of talented and motivated young people with the necessary skills to develop an industry that
is growing its contribution to world
engineering generally.
A proper apprenticeship is more
than just a route into work; the experience and skills it provides allow
people to flourish in their careers
and rise to the very top. As such,
apprenticeships, like other sectors
are the cornerstone of career progression in the composites industry.
Colin said three (pictured above) of
the total number of apprentices who
achieved their National Certificates
during 2013 attended the NZ Marine Industry Training Organisation
graduation ceremony held on 5 December 2013. Others to receive
their Level 3 certificates were Henry
Dodunski (Fibreglass Developments);
Scott MacKay (Aeromarine); James
Mare (FDL); Sopheak Peou (FDL);
Roger Sloan (Reflex Products); Scott
Thompson (FDL) and Venkata Vantharam (FDL). Eion Hewson of FDL
received his Level 4 certificate.

Chairman of NZ Marine ITO Lloyd Stevenson (left) and
Murray Dixon, NZ Marine Field Officer (right), present
Jay-Evan Paskell of C-Quip International Ltd with his
National Certificate in Composites Level 3.

Also to receive their National Certificates in Composites Level 3 were Christopher Eastlake of Superior
Boats Ltd (left) and Fraser Stephens of C-Quip International Ltd (right).

Timaru apprentices
meet trainers
And industry training is in strong
focus in South Canterbury too
where apprentices working at composites engineers Aeromarine
Industries Ltd recently met national
training officers on site at Washdyke, Timaru.
Aeromarine general manager
Simon Robb says that at a time
when the costs of a university education are higher than ever before,
people are rightly reconsidering
whether their job prospects reflect
the debt they have to take on.
“Paid, vocational training via an
apprenticeship sets you up for a
rewarding career. And with proper
industry support, apprenticeships
are an attractive option for schoolleavers,” Simon says.
That industry support was evident
on site recently when NZ Marine
Industry Training Organisation officers visited to meet Aeromarine
apprentices Dylan McIntosh and
Kirean Jones.
Field and Training Support team
leader Keith Hammond and field
officer Joe Daw paid their threemonthly visit to discuss with Dylan
and Kirean their training development plan.
Keith said it was always a pleasure to meet young apprentices on
their tours around New Zealand
work sites “especially those making
such good progress as Dylan and
Kirean”.
The Aeromarine apprentices
shared the opportunity to discuss
their goals and achievements and
took time to catch up with recent
developments in their field as it
applies to their training environment. 

NZ Marine Industry Training Organisation Field and Training Support team leader Keith Hammond (right)
and field officer Joe Daw (second from left) visited Aeromarine apprentices Dylan McIntosh (left) and Kirean
Jones (second from right) to discuss their training development plan.

Volvo Car Group makes conventional batteries a thing of the past
car.
Volvo Car Group has
The breakthrough showed that
developed a revolutionary
this material not only charges
concept for lightweight
and stores faster than convenstructural energy storage
tional batteries can, but that it is
components that could
also strong and pliant.
improve the energy usage of
The Volvo Car Group has evalufuture electrified vehicles.
ated the technology by creating
The material, consisting of
two components for testing and
carbon fibres, nano strucdevelopment. These are a boot
tured batteries and super
lid and a plenum cover, tested
capacitors, offers lighter
within the Volvo S80.
energy storage that reThe boot lid is a functioning
quires less space in the car, The Volvo S80 concept car might soon feature panels of carbon fibre and polymer resin
combination (right) offering a way of sandwiching nanomaterial battery power.
electrically-powered storage
cost effective structure
component and has the potenoptions and is eco-friendly.
super capacitors. The reinforced carbon fibres tial to replace the standard batteries seen in
The project, funded as part of a European
Union research project, included Imperial Colsandwich the new battery and are moulded and today’s cars. It is lighter than a standard boot
lid, saving on both volume and weight.
lege London as the academic lead partner
formed to fit around the car’s frame, such as
The new plenum demonstrates that it can
along with eight other major participants. Volvo the door panels, the boot lid and wheel bowl,
was the only car manufacturer in the project.
substantially saving on space. The carbon fibre also replace both the rally bar, a strong strucThe project team identified a feasible solution to laminate is first layered, shaped and then cured tural piece that stabilises the car in the front,
the heavy weight, large size and high costs
in an oven to set and harden. The super capaci- and the start-stop battery. This saves more
tors are integrated within the component skin. than 50 per cent in weight and is powerful
associated with the batteries seen in hybrids
This material can then be used around the
enough to supply energy to the car’s 12-volt
and electric cars today, while maintaining the
efficient capacity of power and performance.
vehicle, replacing existing components, to store system.
It is believed that the complete substitution
The research project took place over three-and- and charge energy.
The material is recharged and energised by of an electric car’s existing components with
a-half years and is now realised in the form of
car panels within a Volvo S80 experimental car. the use of brake energy regeneration in the car the new material could cut the overall weight by
more than 15 per cent. This is not only cost
The answer was found in the combination of or by plugging into a mains electrical grid. It
then transfers the energy to the electric motor effective but would also have improvements to
carbon fibres and a polymer resin, creating a
which is discharged as it is used around the
very advanced nanomaterial, and structural
the impact on the environment.. 

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Perfect products to make your products perfect
Specialist supply house NZ Fibreglass Supplies
(formerly NZ Fibreglass Ltd), based in Panmure, East
Auckland, has just brought to the New Zealand manufacturing market new technical products for closed
moulding production in the form of MTI (membrane
tube infusion) and Reusable Silicone Moulding Rubber.

About NZ Fibreglass Supplies
NZ Fibreglass Supplies ( formerly NZ
Fibreglass Ltd) has grown from the merging of Fibreglass Supplies Ltd and NZ Fibreglass Ltd in late 2012.
This amalgamation has resulted in an
integrated range of specialised composite,
thermal, and construction materials at the
company’s trade shop in Panmure, East
Auckland.
NZ Fibreglass Supplies is a specialist
supply house, with 50 years of service, and
the third generation of George family ownership, with George and Ashton, Dunedin,
being the original company principals in the
early 1960s.
The company now has a staff of five at
the dedicated Panmure facility covering . . .
a. Factory Trade Shop, open 6 days;
b. Graco /BINKS /GlasCraft Dispensing
Equipment and Servicing;
c. Material Supply (resin, reinforcements,
and ancilliaries); and,
d. Specialties (thermal, construction,
concrete, and advice).
The business has weathered the tough
economic climate and added niche products to its tradition of focused servicing and
a growing product range.
Recent new closed moulding product
offerings are the MTI (membrane tube
infusion, DD compounds with link to website
and Video) and Reusable Silicone Moulding
Rubber (RTM Harper Ltd, and Silicone
Composites Ltd) offering a wide range in
new technical products.
As explained on this page, MTI features a
textile membrane hose for vacuum infusion
where all air is evacuated, but resin cannot

Contact Ross,
Curtis, or
Owen for
experienced
advice on the
new products
on this page.
Freephone
0800 100 098

penetrate the membrane – resulting in
reliability, reproducibility, quality, minimal air
entrapment and material waste, simplicity.
The video link shows how you can make
money from this process using traditional
moulds.
Reusable Silicone Moulding Rubber tooling and protective coatings are now a reality, with kits available for prototypes and
production. Visit Youtube for the simplicity
(for undercuts and blocks ) and economic
(10-unit run) tooling (www.rtmharper.com).
Our traditional supply of resin (polyester,
VE, and epoxy), gelcoat, reinforcement, and
Graco/BINKS dispensing equipment compliments larger scale manufacturing for a
turnkey supply chain.
Contact Ross, Curtis, or Owen for experienced advice on these ideas.

FREEPHONE 0800 100 098
info@nzfibreglass.co.nz
www.nzfibreglass.co.nz

Now representing Fibreglass Supplies Ltd.
W: fibreglass-supplies.co.nz

The functionality of MTI is based on a high-tech textile membrane
hose which is permeable to gas but impermeable to resin.

MTI —
cutting
edge to
perfection

Check it out on
www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lKabpAMluk

. . . The perfect vacuum-moulded
product every time.

Membrane Tube Infusion
describes a cutting-edge composite production method developed by German engineers to
optimise and streamline the
Vacuum Infusion Process.
The functionality of MTI is
based on a high-tech textile
membrane hose which is permeable to gas but impermeable
to resin. An integrated spiral
hose ensures smooth handling
and provides an effective airflow
channel for maximum evacuation performance even under
adverse conditions.
The self-regulating MTI process affects positively the reliability, reproducibility, product quality, material and labour costs of
vacuum-assisted production
processes.
MTI offers one shot technology reducing overall costs by
avoiding post-treatment altogether with a pinhole-free finish

the first time. That means no
more sanding, applying primer,
paint or any of the other post
treatment measures you are
currently required to do. With
the MTI you have the ability to
perform a one-step infusion
process at production quantities
which results in a significant
competitive advantage.
And the MTI process also
means no more wasted resin.
With MTI a resin trap is no
longer necessary — which
means you will have the ability to
calculate exact resin consumption. Due to the semi-permeable
membrane, the infusion process
is self-regulating. This supports
homogenous resin content
across the entire component
cross-section. The blocking
effect of the hose ensures that
resin flows through the entire
part with the exact amount
absorbed every time.

Composite business opportunities sky-high
A recent site visit by CANZ
members to Composite Helicopters International’s Auckland facility has underscored
the important and growing
role composites will play in
the aviation industry globally.
CANZ president Susan
Lake said the demonstrations
underlined some huge business opportunities to members.
“Aviation is a key area of
growth for us. There are
already some member companies operating within this
sphere and there is every
reason to believe that general
aviation and light sport aircraft/helicopters will be a
growth area for composites
in New Zealand,” she said.
And the Government agrees.
Esther Harward, Senior Communications Consultant with New Zealand Trade and Industry, said
NZTE’s engagement with the composites industry
began in the aviation sector and has grown into the
marine and infrastructure sectors.
“We offer individual companies strategic advice,
access to networks and influencers, research and
market intelligence, and targeted financial support to
help businesses on their international journey, and
work to promote and support the growth of New

number of private sector
companies. NZTE financial support for TiDA
ended on 30 June 2013
however NZTE continues
to play an active role in
promoting TiDA’s capability and capacity to New
Zealand and international
companies,” Ms Harward
said.
“In the aircraft and
Zealand business overseas.,” Ms aviation industry composites are increasingly being
Harward said.
used in combination with other high strength and
For example, we’ve been worklightweight materials such as titanium. There is poing with Talbot Technologies who tential for the composites industry to grow but there
are an integrated technical plasis even greater potential for companies involved in
tics manufacturer working as a
composites and titanium.
design, development and produc“Titanium is being used more and more to replace
tion partner across a range of
aluminium as it is stronger and lighter. Saving weight
industries for companies worldmeans aircraft can either carry more fuel to travel
wide. We’ve been supporting their further, or carry more passengers. The advantage of
manufacture of composite parts for airline seats for the former is that it opens up a new array of routes,”
the aerospace industry and identifying some new
she said.
markets for their products.”
Ms Harward said NZTE could offer CANZ memShe said NZTE is also working with Composite
bers help in many areas and gave the following adHelicopters, Altitude Aerospace Interiors Ltd, Core
vice:
Builders Composites and the Titanium Industry DevelIf you are a NZTE customer please speak with your
opment Association (TiDA).
customer manager.
“The Titanium Industry Development Association
If you are not a NZTE customer please contact the
(TiDA) was established with the support of NZTE, the NZTE Foundation team, phone 0800 555 888 or fill
former Foundation for Research, Science and Techout the web form: www.nzte.govt.nz/en/contact-us/
nology, the Tertiary Education Commission and a
general-enquiries/
A recent visit by
CANZ members to
Composite Helicopters
International’s Auckland facility showed
some huge business
opportunities in aviation for members. At
right CANZ members
listen to an address by
Peter Maloney (left).

Here’s
Hello, and
welcome to
CANZ and
our new
magazine
Flexi that is
growing —
just like the
organisation
it represents.
Yes, CANZ
is the place to
be for all the
reasons at
SUSAN LAKE
right as well
CANZ PRESIDENT
as the networking opportunities membership
brings.
CANZ represents our industry from
all perspectives — business, clients,
suppliers and staff, the latter on behalf of which we offer a special thanks
to all employers who are securing the
future of our industry by taking on
apprentices and preparing them for
the bright technological challenges
ahead.
This issue of Flexi (see Page 4)
records progress of some of our
apprentices as they achieve their
Level 3 and 4 Certificates and CANZ
congratulates them all.
And I would also like to make a special mention of Jeremy Ross from
Carboglass who was a finalist for the
Bruce Robinson Rotary Youth Leadership Award.
Becoming a member of CANZ is
easy. Simply download a membership
form from our website
www.composites.org.nz, or contact
Caroline Gibson, Executive Secretary,
Composites Association of NZ, P O
Box 90448, Victoria Street West,
Auckland 1142.
Tel (09) 376 7732
Fax (09) 360 0019.

1. The Association for Composites
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we are the
only association that focuses entirely on this business today. It
helps one keep up with technology and other changes, and with
our links to overseas composites association provides links worldwide. An association "Code of Ethics" protects members.

2. Legislation Assistance
The composites Association keeps abreast of changes and issues
guidelines to members.

3. Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was published in
1998 and is the accepted “Code” for our industry. All members
were able to provide input into its development to ensure it was
workable. Compliance with the “Code” is the best way of meeting
NZ health and safety requirements.

4. Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as easy as attending
the Association’s conferences. Overseas speakers tell us about
new materials, technology and equipment.
There are hands on
equipment and materials
demonstrations and an
exhibition with ideas and
information for all.
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. Regular
“Flexi” Magazine
A regular magazine
called Flexi is published
for members to keep
them abreast of what is
going on in the industry
in New Zealand.

good reasons why
you will benefit

6. Industry Training
The association has led in the development of training courses to
suit our industry, working in association with NZ Marine ITO.

7. Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to learn about materials and techniques. Members can participate in projects to market composites in New Zealand and support the development of
accepted standards. An example of this was the publication of a
“FRP Design Manual”.

8. Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed, in view of the
comprehensive service provided by the Association. This is a great
investment for your future in our industry.

Becoming a member of CANZ is easy. Simply
download a membership form from our website

www.composites.org.nz

